ADVENTURE
Guns, cannons and pirate ships,
Brass swords with leather grips,
Mysterious islands and Arab dancers,
Old men with gruesome cancers.
Tall mountains with slippery faces,
Ancient lords holding spiked maces.
Kings sitting together to dine,
Golden goblets filled with wine.
Stinking swamps with crocodiles,
Tortured men and bloody tiles.
Fearsome genies born of lamps,
Kids going to summer camps.
All these were adventures, that is true,
But there are more in the world, just fro you,
Hopefully involving much less pain,
So you can stand with much to gain.
So choose an adventure of present or yore,
To make it yours and make it true,
For you’ll seldom experience anything better,
Than seeing yourself at the top of the ladder.

Bhaskara Narayana
9-A
2959

ADVENTURE
A climb up the mountain,
Or a voyage through the sea,
All comes under me !
Full of thrill and suspense,
Full of anxiety and excitement.
I lay a part in everyone’s life,
Starting from birth,
I follow the baby as she grows.
And starts a new one with a new life.
Some accept me boldly,
While some with fear in their heart!
I can get a sense of excitement and happiness,
On their face,
Or goose bumps all over their body.
Most of you see me as an activity of fun,
But I am the ups and down of your journey.
I am the rollercoaster of the human world.
And I am the learning of your lives.
With my presence you grow and learn every day!
And I am sure you have guessed my name,
Because you are going through me this moment.

Dishita Singh
9-C
3036

ADVENTURE
I set my pen straight,
For it was my horrible fate
I pulled out my tiny eraser,
And broken wooden ruler
I kept my pen ready
Thought I felt mentally unsteady
I tried to recollect answers,
But my thoughts were like dancers
Then came the dreaded paper,
It felt like my last supper,
I wrote whatever came to my mind
But there was nothing correct to find .
Shivram Harsha
9-C
2702

ADVENTURE
My eyes fluttered open,
I sat up, dazed,
I blinked, and looked around
But everything was hazed.
I stared in shock,
Mouth wide open, confused.
Dark green sky? Orange plants?
To accept the wilderness
Around I refused.
Inside a glass dome,
Was all this and me
Filled with strange
Instruments too, as far as I could see.

Harish
9-A
2406

ADVENTURE
The adventure assigned by the Gods of Greece,
Is what I always seek.
Their ecstatic eternal life,
Is a quintessence of what I thrive,
Which exemplified as a knife.
As lightning splits the arena,
The Gods of Gods split their sides,
As Zeus enrages his bolt,
And when Poseidon dawns his trident from the sea,
Hades awakes the death!

The cosmos has yielded upon this disaster,
The heavens groan to their masters,
When all hopes were extinguished,
I rose as a phoenix from the ashes of hope.
Uniting them was my ultimate goal,
Now ready for the adventure I seeked,
To help the Gods of Greece.

Khushi Mahyavanshi
10-C
2603

ADVENTURE
It could be happiness, it may a mint,
For the question you have posed.
Look into thy self, for you are the hint,
Deep and deep in you, the answers hide.
Conquer thee self, control thy mind,
Keep in you the adventure you have raised.
Put in the determination positioned at hind,
Keep in the time and effort you have laid.
Love yourself, respect the answer.
Dig yourself deep and deep for the answer you are in need.
Once you get to know them, confidence will erupt,
The reason for it to be called an adventure in need.
Anssh Anand
10-C
2141

ADVENTURE
I see a mountain
To climb it, I need a big cane
Oh, I wish I could take a fountain
The mountain is green
On it the waterfall is clearly seen
The mountain looks like a cone,
Just seeing it, tingles my adventurous bones.
I needn’t a guide,
Though its ten km in height.
I got my sense of adventure
Even if the mountain is a bad venture
Kartikey. S
10-A
2533

ADVENTURE
As I climb my last step of fear
Suddenly everything becomes clear
Knowing that time is puissant
I took a brave step to ascend
Then did I know it wasn’t easy
The adventure of my life
The struggles hit me like a knife
Slowly these adventures were like cheese
Could be accomplished with ease.
As I look back through time
I knew I achieved my great climb
Full of glory, full of pride,
Knowing how to conquer beyond all
Adventure now is a light as a shawl!

M. Amrusha Sai
10-A
2569

ADVENTURE
Through all the rocky streams
Does my canoe row
The water cutting and preening
Those imposing rocks.
Singing and dancing to through
A hundred different channels
Following little swan and heroes.
Vulnerable yet eternal is its panel
And son does my canoe row.
Flipping through the water clear
Roaming under with lively cheer.
And many a wonders like, I follow
As does my canoe row.
Mann Vinod
10-A
2161

ADVENTURE
My most unfavourite thing
So this spring

I set out to conquer it.
The starting is the least liked bit
But then you get the hang
And you rampage along with a bang

I’m a pragmatic being.
But sometimes I just let go
For a purpose steady and slow
I can’t wait to show

To all that I can and I will because
I am already at the top of this hill.

Arjun Kumar
10-B
2531

ADVENTURE
Adventure considered an act of valour,
Playing, jumping and hanging on the lap of nature.
Trekking, surfing, and the blood to boil,
Requires enthusiasm.
Everything is a new feat,
From studying in cold to playing in heat.
Achievement lays behind these,
Work hard and then you will seize.

Love the work and will to play,
Run and jump on the mother of clay.
Catch and capture the allure of creature,
Only then will it be called an exemplary adventure.
Bhavya Rajpuri
10-C
2679

ADVENTURE
My adventure was set in the hills,
My mantra was, “ I will, I will, I will.”
Climbing the hill in the sun,
Adrenaline rushed through me, making me run.
Thirst and hunger burned through me,
The view at the top was spectacular to see.
The climb up was an exhausting one,
Reaching up, I was totally done.

My friend was my sole companion,
Just like the moon and its stars.
The climb was one that would be remembered,
Became a story to be rendered.

Enaish Arora
10-B
2625

ADVENTURE
The way home, the way to peace, to solace,
Seemed fraught with danger as he quickened his pace

All around rose shadows of evil, of darkness,
Afflicted by a terrible fear, he was gripped by inexplicable sadness.

He saw the light at the end of the dark tunnel,
But his happiness was choked by the never ending funnel,

A race against his own demons it had become,
His moment of redemption had finally come.

He shook away the negativity and climbed for long,
He had to stand out and not just be a part of the throng.

As he embraces victory, a muffled voice from his mouth came,
It’s always a hard road on the path to fame.

Harsh Jain
9-A
2720

ADVENTURE
The suit was put on
My heart skipped a beat

As I darted towards the lift
It took me to the floor one hundred eighteen
The Stratosphere tower
Called me to its top

As I stepped out of the lift
I turned pale
He tightened my harness
And pulled the hope

For the next jump
Which was none other but mine.

Stuti Chovatiya
9-C
2699

ADVENTURE
Past drains I wriggled,
Rowing towards the confluence

where the rivers mingled.
A charred chit is all I had,
To discover the land
that would make any mad.

Covered with moss I stood,
On land, near a castle of wood,
Tiptoed I walked closer
The shrill down my spine made me colder.
Walls, windows, chairs and many
Were made of chocolate, including penny.
Again I leaped into choco sauce,
Content as a cheese gobbling mouse.

An engulfing wave approached,
Consuming my paddles as it reproached
Into the uninvited water I leaped,

As my once efficient ears beeped.
Mrithika V.G
10-B
2694

